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Task: You work for a major entertainment blog and have been told to research several different songs

that have a common theme. You should select a theme or main idea, and then find at least three (school

appropriate) songs that share this theme.

You then need to write two paragraphs including topic sentences, an analysis of the theme in each song,

and a conclusion. You may also include one (school appropriate) image (drawing or photo) for each

song.

Bnainstornningl

Remember, the theme is the lesson or viewpoint that the author wants to share with us. lt is the

message or the main idea.

Try thfis:

Think of one song for each of the themes listed below.

1,. Loss-

2. Youth-

3. Moving on-

Now, make a ni$: List five different songs you like and consider their main idea. lf you had to

summarize the idea of the song in one sentence, what would it be?

5on7s A4rn ldealTlted"rue

Ghoose a thenne:

Choose one of the theses above and find two more songs that share this theme. Keep in mind, the

singers' opinions on the theme don't have to be exactly the same.

Theme:

Other songs:
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Prewrite: this activity will help you plan the three parts of your paragraphs: the introduction, the

analysis, and the conclusion. Pay attention to how the songs each treat the theme a little differently,

and use specific lyrics from the songs to support your ideas.

Intnoduce

ln one sentence, summarize the theme that your songs have in common:

Song

Describe the speaker.
What is he/she like?

List three symbols or
images from the song

and why they are

important.
What figurative

language
(simile, allusion,

metaphor, etc.) does
the song use?

How do these details
help you understand

the theme?

Anauyze

Gonclqde

ln what ways are the speakers' attitudes toward the theme different? Why is it important to understand

different ideas about a theme?
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Completed the broinstorming
ond prewriting octivities.

Understonds the theme,
symbols, ond figurotive
longuoge in these songs.

Wrote his/her orticle in o
creotive ond engoging woy.

Proofreod for spelling ond
grommor.

Hos o finol copy thot looks
polished ond neot.

Song Portfolio Rubric

5
Completely

5
Completely

5
Very well

5
Very well

5
Absolutely!

4
Mostly

4
Mostly

4
Pretty well

4
Pretty well

4
Somewhot

3
Not reolly

3
Not reolly

3
Needs more

proctice

3
No

3
Not yet

Finol Score: /2sx4=_%


